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GAUSSIAN SUMMATION:
AN EXPONENTIALLY CONVERGENT SUMMATION SCHEME
H. MONIEN
Abstrat. Gaussian Quadrature is a well known tehnique for numerial in-
tegration. Reently Gaussian quadrature with respet to disrete measures
orresponding to nite sums have found some new interest. In this paper we
apply these ideas to innite sums in general and give an expliit onstrution
for the weights and absissae of Gaussian summation formulas. The absissae
of the Gaussian summation have a very interesting asymptoti distribution
funtion with a (usp) singularity. We apply the Gaussian summation teh-
nique to two problems whih have been disussed in the literature. We nd
that the Gaussian summation has an extremely rapid onvergene rate for the
Hardy-Littlewood sum for a large range of parameters. For funtions whih
are smooth but have a large sale a the error of Gaussian Summation shows
exponential onvergene as a funtion of summation points, n: the error de-
reases like ∼ n exp(−4n2/pia). The Gaussian summation ahieves a given
auray with n ∼
√
a points whereas other summation shemes require at
least n ∼ a funtion evaluations.
1. introdution
Salar sums of the form
(1)
∞∑
n=−∞
f(n)
with n integer and f being a ontinuous funtion appear in nearly every ontext
of mathematis and physis. In many problems, either beause f is for example
the solution to another ompliated nonlinear problem or there exists no known
analytial expression for the sum, one has to resort to numerial summation teh-
niques. Beause of its importane many tehniques have been developed for a fast
evaluation of Eq. 1 whih depend on the asymptoti behavior the funtion f(x).
A good summary of the lassial tehniques an be found in [2℄. Newer develop-
ments inlude appliation of Levin-type onvergene transformation shemes ([9℄
for a review see [8℄). In the appliation of these shemes the sequene of partial
sums sn =
∑n
m=1 f(m) is alulated and then extrapolated to n→∞. However if
the funtion f has a large intrinsi sale so that the asymptoti behavior is reahed
only at very large values of n then these shemes are ineient beause a large
number of terms has to be aumulated before the asymptoti behavior is reahed
and not appliable beause rounding errors prevent a reliable extrapolation. So the
problem of evaluating the sum Eq. 1 eiently and reliably for problems with a
large intrinsi sale is interesting.
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In this paper we disuss a summation sheme based on ideas related to Gauss
Quadrature. The basi idea is to replae the sum Eq. 1 by another sum
(2)
∞∑
n=−∞
f(n) ≈
N∑
k=1
wkf(xk)
where the weights wk and absissae xk are hosen in suh a way as to approximate
losely the sum Eq. 1 for a large lass of funtions for a relatively small number N .
Beause the values of xk are not xed to be integer numbers the hope is that the
asymptoti behavior at large x is aptured by the sum Eq. 2. The entral question is
what are the optimal weights, wk and points xk? This is the question we are going
to address in this paper. The plan of the paper is as follows: First we derive the
moment generating Weyl funtion for sums of the form
∑
ν∈Ω 1/ν
2f(1/ν2) and use
the Pade approximants of the Weyl funtions to obtain the orthogonal polynomials
related to these sums. For numerial appliation we give the Jaobi matrix for
generating the weights and moments for Gaussian summation formulas and give
two examples of the appliation of the Gaussian summation. Finally we derive the
asymptoti distribution of the zeros of the above orthogonal polynomials.
Similar shemes have been reviewed reently by Engblom [3℄. Milovanovi¢ and
Cvetkovi¢ [11℄ studied the onvergene properties of Gaussian summation shemes
for sums of the form
∑
ν≥0 p
−νf (aq−ν), with |p|, |q| > 1. The earliest referene
to Gaussian summation an be found in the book by Uvarov and Nikiforov as an
example using Chebyshev polynomials for nite sums.
2. moment generating funtions and reursion relation
We dene a linear funtional L[p], ating on the spae of polynomials P , using
some disrete measure λ.
(3) L[p] =
∫
pdλ
The fous of the paper is on sums of the type
(4) L[f ] =
∑
ν∈Ω
1
ν2
f
(
1
ν2
)
where Ω is a subset of Z. The moments are dened as
(5) µn =
∫
xndλ =
∑
ν∈Ω
1
ν2(n+1)
The moment generating Weyl funtion for Eq. 4 is given by
(6) Φ(z) =
∫
dµ
z − x =
∑
ν∈Ω
1
ν2
1
z − 1ν2
=
1
z
∞∑
k=0
µk
zk
.
Weyl funtion an be alulated expliitly for Ω = Z\{0}:
(7) Φ(z) = 1− π√
z
cot
(
π√
z
)
,
Eq. 7 serves as starting point for the deriving the orthogonal polynomials for the
orresponding weight funtion. The Pade approximant of the moment generating
funtion are losely related to the orthogonal polynomials of the orresponding
weight funtion [1℄. Here we derive an expliit expression for the Pade approximant
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of Eqs. 7 whih is equivalent to determining the orthogonal polynomials for the
weight funtion [1℄. Using the ontinued fration expansion of cot(x) [10℄ we an
express the generating funtion as:
(8) Φ(x = π/
√
z) = 1− x cot(x) = x
2
3
1
1− x
2/15
1− x
2/35
1− x
2/63
1− . . .
The numerator of the nth Pade approximant orresponding to these ontinued fra-
tions, Pn(x), is denoted by Rn(x) and the denominator by Sn(x). The denominator
and numerator obey the reursion relations [2℄:
Rn+1(x) = Rn(x) + cn+1 x
2 Rn−1(x)(9)
Sn+1(x) = Sn(x) + cn+1 x
2 Sn−1(x)(10)
for n = 0, 1, 2 . . . with the initial ondition for the reursion are R−1(x) = 0,
R0(x) = c0x
2
, S−1(x) = 1 and S0(x) = 1. The oeients cn are given by c0 = 1/3,
cn = −1/(2n+ 1)(2n+ 3), n = 1, 2, . . ..
Surprisingly enough the reursion relation for Rn(x) and Sn(x) an be solved
analytially. Let us disuss the reursion for Eq. 8. First note that the reursion
for the Bessel funtions, Zν of half-integer index n+ 1/2 are given by:
(11) Zn+3/2(x)−
2n+ 1
x
Zn+1/2(x) + Zn−1/2(x) = 0.
Splitting of the asymptoti behavior for large n we dene an(x) by requiring that
(12) Zn+1/2(x) =
(
2
x
)n
Γ(n+
1
2
) an(x).
The oeients an(x) obey the reursion relation:
(13) an+1 = an − x
2
4n2 − 1 an−1
This is preisely the reursion relation for the Sn(x) if we shift the index n by 2.
Thus the reursion relation for Sn(x) has a solution of the form:
(14) Sn(x) =
xn+2
2n+2Γ(n+ 52 )
[
A(x)Jn+5/2(x) +B(x)Yn+5/2(x),
]
where A(x) and B(x) are two unknown funtions whih only depend on x and
an be determined from the initial onditions. The orthogonal polynomials with
respet to the funtional Eq. 4 are given by denominators of the [M − 1/M ] Pade
approximant [1℄ whih are {S−1(x), S1(x), S3(x), S5(x), . . .}. Transforming bak to
the original variable z = (π/x)2 we dene the polynomials
(15) sn(z) = z
nS2n−1
(
π√
z
)
.
These are the sought after orthogonal polynomials for the funtional, Eq. 4. Spe-
ializing to the initial onditions an expliit solution for Sn(x) an be obtained:
(16) Sn(x = π/
√
z) = − πx
n+3/2
Γ(n+ 52 )2
n+5/2
[
cos(x)Jn+5/2(x) + sin(x)Yn+5/2(x).
]
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This result will be useful to determine the distribution of zeros expliitly. The rst
few polynomials for n = 0, 1, . . . are given by
S0(x) = 1
S1(x) = 1− 1
15
x2
S2(x) = 1− 2
21
x2
S3(x) = 1− 1
9
x2 +
1
945
x4
S4(x) = 1− 4
33
x2 +
1
495
x4
. . .
We note that using Eq. 16 it an be shown easily that the polynomials sn(x) are
related to Bessel polynomials, yn(x), of imaginary argument [13℄:
(17) sn(x) =
√
π
2 4nΓ(2n+ 32 )
Re
(
y2n+1
(
−i
√
x
π
))
.
Below we will derive simple three-point reursion relations for the polynomials
sn(x).
3. Calulation of the weights and absissae
The orthogonal polynomials with respet to the funtional Eq. 3 are {S0, S1, S3, S5, . . .}.
It is useful to obtain a reursion relation for the odd numbered polynomials only.
This an be ahieved by eliminating the even numbered polynomials from the re-
ursion. After some algebra we nd:
(18)
Sn+3(x) =
(
1− 2x
2
(2n+ 5)(2n+ 9)
)
Sn+1(x) − x
4
(2n+ 3)(2n+ 5)2(2n+ 7)
Sn−1(x).
This an be brought into the usual three-term reursion relation, sk+1(x) = (x −
ak)sk(x)− bksk−1(x). The oeients of the reursion for k = 1, 2, . . . are given by:
ak =
2π2
(4k + 1)(4k + 5)
(19)
bk =
π4
(4k − 1)(4k + 1)2(4k + 3) .(20)
The rst oeients have to be determined from the initial onditions and are
a0 = π
2/15 and b0 is arbitrary. With these oeients the problem of nding the
weights and absissae of the Gaussian summation formulas redues to the standard
proedure used to determine the analogous quantities in Gaussian integration [6℄.
The Jaobi matrix for determining the weights and absissae is given by
(21) J˜N =


a0
√
b1√
b1 a1
√
b2√
b2 a2
√
b3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.√
bN−2 aN−2
√
bN−1√
bN−1 aN−1


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It is easy to alulate the weights and absissae using an implementation of the
Golub andWelsh algorithm [6℄, either gauss.m from the QCP olletion of Gautshi
[4℄, or the gauof routine from the Numerial Reipes [14℄. In terms of the weights
wn and absissae xn determined from the Jaobi matrix, Eq. 21 the Gaussian sum-
mation proedure is given by:
(22)
∑
ν∈Ω
1
ν2
f
(
1
ν2
)
=
n∑
k=1
wkf(xk) + ǫn
with the error estimate ǫn (see e.g. [3℄). The
(23) ǫn = Kn
f (2n)(ξ)
(2n)!
where ξ ∈ C(Ω) and C(Ω) is dened as the smallest onneted set ontaining Ω.
The onstant Kn an be alulated using Eq. (2.17) in [3℄:
(24) Kn = ||Pn||2 = 1
2
(4n+ 3)π4n+316−(n+1) Γ−2
(
2n+
5
2
)
Although the error estimate Eq. 23 gives an upper bound it is not very useful to
estimate the onvergene of the Gaussian summation formulas. For the spei
examples below we an sharpen the error estimates and ahieve a more general
understanding of the onvergene of the Gaussian summation formulas.
4. Two examples
We apply the result of the preeeding setion to two examples. The rst is the
Hardy-Littlewood funtion whih has interesting properties in itself and is dened
as:
(25) H(x) =
∞∑
k=1
sin(x/k)
k
.
This summand has an expansion in terms of 1/k2 for k/x ≫ 1. For large values
of x the summation is not expeted to onverge before the k ≈ x. The numerial
evaluation of this funtion has been disussed by Gautshi [4, 5℄. The methods
onsidered in these referenes are Gaussian integration of the Laplae transforma-
tion of the sum and the appliation of Euler-MaLaurin asymptoti summation the
eliminate the rst asymptoti terms O(1/k2) and O(1/k4).
We have applied our method to problem Eq. 25 for x = 100. The summation
onverges rapidly as shown below and for n > 14 the error in the sum is dominated
by the error in the weights and points. One observes that the dierenes of the
value of the Gaussian summation for dierent n is utuating around the mahine
ǫ. We nd that the Gaussian summation sheme ahieves a high auray using
very few funtion evaluation of the summand. Basially the auray is limited
by the auray of the Gaussian weights and points used in the evaluation of the
summation. For example using fteen terms the Gaussian summation gives the
result for the Hardy-Littlewood sum with an error less then 10−14 for all x ∈
(0, 100). To ompare speially to the results by Gautshi in referene [4℄, Table
3.21, with the largest value of x, x = 40, we ompare the number of evaluations
needed to ahieve a relative auray of ǫ0 = 2.22×10−7 as stated there. Aording
to this referene the smallest number of points in the integration of the Laplae
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transformed sum for this auray isN = 39 so a total of 39×70 (for the integration)
funtion evaluations are needed. With the Gaussian summation method a total
n = 8 funtion evaluations are needed to ahieve the same relative auray for
H(40). We summarize our results in Table 1. The symbol − in the table indiates
when the relative error in the summation was less then 10−14. The error is plotted
in Fig. 1 for x = 100 as a funtion of n. Gaussian summation give results already
at a relatively small number of terms whih does not grow like the sale where the
funtion reahes the asymptoti behavior.
Next we derive an analyti expression for the error estimate onrming the em-
pirial ndings. Obviously
(26) Σn[f ] =
n∑
k=1
wkf(xk) =
1
2πi
∫
C
dζ
1
ζ
(
1− R2n−1(πζ)
S2n−1(πζ)
)
1
ζ2
f
(
1
ζ2
)
,
where C is a ontour enlosing the zeros of Sn(πζ). The error estimate ∆n[f ] =
Σn+1[f ]− Σn[f ] an be simplied using the reursion Eq. 9
(27) ∆n[f ] =
1
2πi
∫
C
dζ An(πζ)
1
ζ2
f
(
1
ζ2
)
,
with
(28) An(ζ) =
2π(4n+ 3)π4n+1ζ4n+1
24n+5Γ2(2n+ 5/2)
× 1
S2n+1(πζ)S2n−1(πζ)
The asymptoti behavior of the error is determined by Eq. 27 for n≫ 1. Using the
asymptoti form of the Bessel funtion on the imaginary axis [10℄ and introduing
ν = 2n+ 5/2 we obtain as the leading ontribution:
(29) An(iντ) ≈ 8 νeΦν(ντ)
with
(30) Φν(z) =
∑
±
[
−1
2
ln
(
z
ν ± 1
)
+
1
2
ln
(
1 +
(
z
ν ± 1
)2)
− (ν ± 1)η
(
z
ν ± 1
)]
and
(31) η(τ) =
√
τ2 + 1 + log
(
τ
1 +
√
τ2 + 1
)
.
For the Hardy-Littlewood funtion the error an be estimated as:
(32) ∆n ≈ 4ν
π
∫
C
dζ exp(Φν(ζ)) sinh
(
πa
ζ
)
This integral is ompletely dominated by the saddle points on the imaginary axis
whih appear for 2ν2/πa≫ 1 and are loated loated at
(33) ντmin = ± ν√
ξ2 − 2ξ
(
1 +
ξ
2(ξ − 2)ν +O
(
1
ν2
))
,
with the diretion of steepest desent being perpendiular to the imaginary axis
and ξ is given by ξ = 2ν2/πa. The evaluation of the integral at the saddle point
yields:
(34) ∆n ≈ 8ν
√
2π
Φ′′ν(ντmin)
exp (Φν (ντmin)) sinh
(
πa
ντmin
)
.
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For 2ν2/πa ≫ 1 this expression an be simplied further to nally yield the as-
ymptoti error estimate:
(35) ∆n ≈ 2
√
πν e−pia/ν
(
e2πa
4ν2
)2ν
.
We have plotted this error estimate in Fig. 1. The agreement of the saddle point
approximation Eq. 34 and the analyti asymptoti expression Eq. 35 with the nu-
merial result is quite reasonable. This expression onrms that for smooth fun-
tions the Gaussian summation has a very rapid rate of onvergene. The rate of
onvergene is determined by the sale of the funtion - in this ase a at whih
the asymptoti behavior sets in. However in the Gaussian summation the rate of
onvergene is determined by the ratio a/ν2 so that onvergene already sets in
at ν ≈ √a. This is a more rapid onvergene rate than any of the extrapolation
shemes for sums proposed in [5℄.
The seond example serves to illustrate this point more learly. We onsider a
sum known expliitly [10℄:
(36) G(a) =
∞∑
k=−∞
1
a2 + k2
=
π
a
coth(πa),
with a ∈ R>0. We have applied Gaussian summation to Eq. 36. Again we observe
rapid onvergene even for values of a as large as 1000. The numerial onvergene
pattern is ompletely regular. In this ase the expression for the error estimator
∆n an be given without approximation beause the ontour integral an be done
exatly by deforming the ontour and is given by the residues of the integrand at
±ia:
(37) ∆n =
1
2πi
∫
C
dζ An(ζ)
1
a2 + ζ2
=
An(iπa)
a
For large values of a using the asymptoti expression for An for ν
2 ≫ πa and a≫ ν
this expression simplies to:
(38) ∆n ≈ 8ν exp
(
− ν
2
πa
)
We ontrast this behavior with other well known tehniques for aeleration of
sums like Rihardson extrapolation [2℄. Using the Euler-MaLaurin sum formula it
an be shown that the partial sums behave asymptotially as:
(39)
Gn(a) =
1
a2
+2
n∑
k=1
1
a2 + k2
=
π coth(πa)
a
− 2
n
+
1
n2
+
2a2 − 1
3n3
− a
2
n4
−6a
4 − 10a2 + 1
15n5
+. . .
The Nth Rihardson extrapolation for the partial sums at some n is given by:
(40) RN [G] =
N∑
k=0
(−1)k(−1)k+N (n+ k)N
k!(N − k)! Gn+k(a).
The asymptoti k−2 behavior of the sum, Eq. 36, is only reahed when |k| ≈ |a| and
only then onvergene of the partials sums starts. Applying Rihardson extrapola-
tion the terms in 1/n are suessively removed. However beause the oeients
of the n−m terms are approahing am the onvergene is very slow and the as-
ymptoti behavior only sets in when n ≫ a. This an be seen in the plot of the
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error in the Rihardson extrapolations of Eq. 36, Fig. 3. The relative error is given
by ∆RN [G](a) = |(RN [G](a) −G(a))/G(a)|. It is lear that Gaussian summation
ahieve the same auray with a substantially smaller number of funtion evalua-
tions. In fat the Rihardson extrapolation shows spurious onvergene for partials
sums with N ∼ a.
5. Distribution of zeros of the orthogonal polynomials
The distribution of zeros of the denominators of the Pade approximants Sn(x)
turns out to be quite unusual. Aording to Eq. 16 the zeros of SN (x) for a given
odd integer number N are determined by the equation:
(41) cos(x)Jn+5/2(x) + sin(x)Yn+5/2(x) = 0.
We are interested in the asymptoti behavior of the zeros at large values of n. Let
x > 0. The funtion is symmetri with respet to x→ −x so for eah zero x0 there
is a orresponding zero at −x0. We dene ν = n+5/2 and τ = x/ν. The ondition
for a zero of the denominator apart from non vanishing prefators is:
(42) cos(ντ)Jν (ντ) + sin(ντ)Yν (ντ) = 0;
In the limit ν →∞ we have to dierentiate between two regimes, τ < 1 and τ > 1.
For the rst ase, τ < 1 the leading asymptoti behavior of the Bessel funtion
orresponding to x < ν is given by [10, 7℄:
Jν(ντ) =
1√
2πν
exp(ν(
√
1− τ2 − arcosh(1/τ)))
(1 − τ2)1/4(43)
and
Yν(ντ) =
−2√
2πν
exp(−ν(√1− τ2 − arcosh(1/τ)))
(1− τ2)1/4(44)
The argument of the exponent of the seond term is negative in the interval (0, 1).
The rst term is exponentially suppressed ompared to the rst term. The zeros of
the denominator for τ ∈ (0, 1) are therefore determined by the expression:
(45) sin(ντ) = 0.
From this equation we onlude that ντ = πm with m integer of the same order as
ν so it is useful to introdue σ = m/ν, so that in this regime τ = πσ.
Next we onsider the ase τ > 1. The leading term in the asymptoti expansion
of the Bessel funtions takes a dierent form:
Jν(ντ) =
√
2
πν
cos(ν(
√
τ2 − 1− arccos(1/τ)))(46)
Yν(ντ) =
√
2
πν
sin(ν(
√
τ2 − 1− arccos(1/τ))).(47)
For this ase the leading asymptoti behavior of the zeros of the denominator have
to be determined by the following equation:
(48) cos(ν(τ −
√
τ2 − 1 + arccos(1/τ)) = 0.
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In this regime the zeros are solutions of τ − √τ2 − 1 + arccos(1/τ) = πσ. To
summarize the asymptoti behavior of the zeros is given by:
(49) πσ(τ) =
{
τ τ ≤ 1
τ −√τ2 − 1 + arccos(1/τ) τ > 1.
Note that σ approahes 1/2 in the limit τ → ∞. This is the expeted beause we
have onsidered the ase x > 0 only. In fat the distribution of zeros is symmetri
in the range σ ∈ (−1/2, 1/2) sine the Sn(x) depend x2 so only half of the zeros lies
above 0. We enumerate the positive zeros by xk, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}. The n negative
zeros are given by −xk. The asymptoti behavior of the zeros is surprising: For
large n the rst [n/π] zeros are with high auray given by x = π, 2π, 3π, .... How-
ever for k > [n/π] the distane between two onseutive zeros beome larger and
eventually for very large xk beomes very large and behaves like xk ∼ ν2/π(ν − k).
The asymptoti behavior has been veried in numerial determination of the zeros.
This result is unusual beause a singularity appears in the distribution of zeros
in the range of integration whih is not present in the moment generating fun-
tion. The Gaussian summation ahieves its auray by evaluating [n/π] points at
the summation points and using the rest of the points to explore the asymptoti
behavior of the funtion whih is being summed.
6. Conlusions
The general problem of summation of smooth funtions is onsidered. Summa-
tion formulas in analogy to Gaussian quadrature have been derived. The Pade
approximants of the moment generating funtions have been used to derive the
expliit solution of the reursion relation. We have used this to give an expliit for-
mula for the orresponding orthogonal polynomials. The asymptoti distribution
of the zeros of these polynomials is derived. We have shown that the distribution of
zeros shows an unusual behavior exhibiting a usp. We demonstrate that Gaussian
summation needs a substantially smaller number (
√
n ompared to n) of funtion
evaluations for smooth funtions with a large sale than other ommon tehniques.
In partiular higher order Rihardson extrapolation will lead to rounding errors
spoiling the onvergene.
It would be interesting to investigate Gaussian summation for dierent kind of
linear funtionals like
∑
ν∈Z\{0} 1/ν
3 f(1/ν2). Summation shemes for summation
over odd numbers (Matsubara frequenies) relevant for semilassial eld theories
in physis will be disussed in a separate paper [12℄. Another interesting point is the
development of Kronrod shemes for summation whih we are urrently working
on.
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n ∆H(1) ∆H(5) ∆H(10) ∆H(20) ∆H(40) ∆H(100)
2 8.73 · 10−9 1.58 · 10−2 1.9 · 100 4.47 · 10−1 5.06 · 10−1 5.61 · 10−1
3 - 2.53 · 10−6 1.02 · 10−2 9.55 · 10−1 2.29 · 10−1 3.29 · 100
4 - 3.66 · 10−11 3.3 · 10−6 1.67 · 10−2 1.28 · 100 3.29 · 100
5 - - 1.47 · 10−10 2.29 · 10−5 2.48 · 10−1 4.51 · 10−1
6 - - - 5.19 · 10−9 3.04 · 10−3 2.53 · 100
7 - - - 2.85 · 10−13 5.89 · 10−6 2.77 · 100
8 - - - - 2.8 · 10−9 1.09 · 100
9 - - - - 4.19 · 10−13 4.46 · 10−2
10 - - - - - 3.87 · 10−4
11 - - - - - 1.02 · 10−6
12 - - - - - 1.01 · 10−9
13 - - - - - 4.07 · 10−13
14 - - - - - 2.51 · 10−14
15 - - - - - -
Table 1. Results for the relative error in evaluation of the Hardy-
Littlewood sum.
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Figure 1. Relative error in the evaluation of the Hardy-
Littlewood sum for x = 100. The squares () are indiating the
numerial error in the Gaussian summation, the rosses (×) are
indiating the saddle point approximation of the error integral and
the solid line gives the asymptoti behavior of the former for large
n. The dashed line gives the mahine ǫ for omparison.
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Figure 2. Relative error of the Gaussian summations of the ex-
ample 2, sum Eq. 36, for a = 1000. The solid line is the error
estimate given in the text (∼ 8n exp(−4n2/πa)) and the dotted
line is giving the mahine ǫ.
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Figure 3. Relative error of the Rihardson extrapolations of the
example 2, sum Eq. 36, for a = 1000. Note the appearane of
rounding errors in ∆R4[G](n).
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Figure 4. Asymptoti density of zeros ( µ(σ) = dτdσ (σ)). The dots
give the approximate density of zeros 1/(xn+1 − xn) for N = 32
plotted as a funtion of σ = n/N . The dotted line indiates σ =
1/π.
